Securing Schools
& Universities

Provision of a safe and secure environment for students and
staff is of increasing concern to all educational institutions.
Inner Range provide scalable solutions suitable for small
schools through to distributed multi-campus institutions.

Intelligent A-Grade Security Solutions
Meeting The Challenge
Educational institutions are unique. On the one hand, a profusion of valuable assets must be protected: buildings, fixtures, equipment
and chemicals. On the other hand, a vibrant and rapidly changing student population requires access to classrooms, libraries, sports
halls and laboratories. Balancing this equation can be a complicated problem, particularly when building systems integration such as
heating and air conditioning is added to the mix. Inner Range provides the winning solution.
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Stop Intruders

Unprecedented Flexibility

Inner Range has your campus covered. We can secure and
protect your entire institution, day and night. As soon as an
intruder enters a restricted area, the Inner Range system can
sound the alarm, call a central monitoring station (to dispatch
security guards) and notify the building manager with an SMS text
message - immediately.

Flexible programming means you can automate nearly any task.
When the last staff member leaves the building, the Inner Range
system can turn off the lights and air conditioning, arm the
security system and notify a monitoring station that the premises
are unattended.

Access Control
World-leading intruder detection is just the start. In the same
solution, Inner Range delivers fully featured access control for
your facilities. Effortlessly manage over 1,000,000 users and
their access permissions via the intuitive Inner Range software.
Control the movement of staff, visitors and vehicles throughout
your facility. Of course, a tamper-proof audit trail lets you review
every single transaction. You’ll know exactly what’s going on, and
where. Twenty-five years of refinement means you get the most
efficient, integrated solution in the market today.

CCTV and Intercom Integration
One of the strength’s of the Inner Range system lies in its ability to
manage multiple security sub-systems. For example: A student
presses the help button on an intercom point in the car park. The
intercom message is then sent to the Inner Range system where it
is treated as an alarm and various automated actions occur. The
Inner Range system sends text messages and emails to guards,
displays relevant CCTV images on the guard’s video wall and
even performs a lock-down in the surrounding vicinity. All systems
working hand-in-glove to provide an effective security response.

No Matter How Big or Small
Many systems struggle to deal with the capacity required to
service the number of buildings and classrooms in an educational
facility. The few systems that can cope are typically very
expensive. The scalable architecture within the Inner Range
system is different. From a single classroom to multi-building
multi-campus applications, the modular design of the Inner
Range system means it can grow as you grow. Outstanding
value for money and reduced total cost of ownership are
provided as a result.

Emergency Management
In times of emergencies, the Inner Range system can be relied
upon to secure your people and assets. With a push of a button
the entire site can be locked-down but still provide access for key
personnel, such as managers and emergency workers. Email
and text notifications can be automatically sent to all students
and staff in such an event. This messaging framework can also
be used for general purpose messaging in non-emergency times.
That’s the power of an Inner Range system!

Inner Range have been providing security solutions to the education sector for over 25 years. We have a proven track
record with thousands of education facilities throughout the world protected by the Inner Range system.
For case studies in the education sector, please visit: www.innerrange.com
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